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DOUBLES - The assessed ability of the players paired at #1 must add up to an equal or lower number than those paired at #2; and #2 must add up to an 

equal or lower number than those paired at #3. (The numbers to be used are the assessed ability, in the blue column above, and not the singles position played in 

today's match, indicated in the green column.) 

A #1 singles player may not play at #3 doubles.

When two or more doubles teams have an equal number, the coach is bound to play the stronger team in the higher position.

Coaches shall exchange doubles lineups before any doubles matches begin, either at the conclusion of all singles matches, (or earlier, while singles matches are 

concluding, if both coaches agree). 

Disputes about doubles lineups shall be addressed to the opposing coach before doubles play begins. 

First Name Last Name Grade Doubles Teams

#1

These columns are for optional use by the opposing coach after the lineup 

sheet has been exchanged.

The opposing coach may use this area to enter the names of his/her doubles 

teams and record scores from the match, if desired.

SINGLES - List all players on the team in order of ability ("assessed ability"); in the orange column, indicate the assessed ability as of the previous match; 

in the green column, indicate which position they will be playing today  in today's match.

Players shall be assessed in their order of ability, and no player shall be assessed more than one position higher or lower than he/she was assessed for the previous 

match. Players selected for the singles lineup shall play in  the order of their assessed ability. 

Coaches shall exchange singles line-ups, no later than 15 minutes prior to the match. Disputes concerning the legality of a lineup shall be addressed to the opposing 

coach before the match begins. 

Assessed Ability Team Roster Line-up

Last Name Grade Name

These columns are for optional use by the opposing coach after the lineup 

sheet has been exchanged.

The opposing coach may use this area to enter the names of his/her players and 

record scores from the match, if desired.
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